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“JOIN JAPAN“ is a project that will help you to enter 
the Japanese market. 

Our main task is to lead you to the world with complete-
ly new potential and absolutely incredible opportunities, 
where you can find the necessary goods, services, tech-
nologies or investments.

We are always happy to help you find new chances for 
success!

Founder, Mishima Satoshi

Director,
Roman Khramov

Project Assistant,
Olga Birkovskaya

INTRODUCTION

Japan truly deserves respect for the development 
it showed during the post-war years.

And I believe that Ukraine could learn a lot from 
the Land of the Rising Sun.

Our company would like to use a special Japanese 
experience and a special Japanese character in or-

der to help Ukraine revive its economy and restore previously lost progress.

I am sure that Japan is the very partner with whom we can create all the con-
ditions for the prosperity of our wonderful country.

Japan is truly a country of future, a country of 
endless possibilities. While Ukraine is a young 
country with enormous potential and rich re-
sources.

Our task is to help Ukraine and Japan to establish 
close and mutually beneficial relations that will 

open new opportunities for both countries. After all, thanks to the coopera-
tion of these two different countries, each of them will gain new experience 
and find a new friend they can rely on.

I believe that it is in partnership with Japan that Ukraine will be able to reach 
its blossom and be seen by the world in a new way.
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Name of legal entity: M.T.T LLC

Name of the project: JOIN JAPAN

Address: Ukraine, Kyiv 03057
V. Getmana, 6 “Cosmopolite”
Block B, 4th floor

Contact us:  joinjapan.com.ua

Director: Roman Khramov

Activities: consulting, support of interna-
tional business, business tourism, organiza-
tion of forums

We freely communicate in Ukrainian, Rus-
sian, Japanese and English

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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By constantly establishing close relations with Jap-
anese business, we give you the opportunity to gain 
new chances for success!

OUR AIMS AND GOALS

Our aim

Helping you to:

• get familiar with new goods, services and technolo-
gies from Japan
• cooperate with Japanese companies that want to 
work in your market
• search for partners in Japan

Provide quality support in case if:

• you need a marketing study with any area of the 
Japanese market
• you need to reduce the risks of potentially profit-
able activity with Japan
• your business is connected with social or political 
activity

Our main tasks
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Minister of Energy and Coal Industry of 
Ukraine with representatives of Japanese 
partner companies

The moment of giving Japanese traditional en-
gravings, presented by Japanese representatives 
of the Parliamentary Friendship League to the 
president of the ICU company — Makar Paseniuk

The moment of giving Japanese traditional engravings, presented by Japanese representatives of the Par-
liamentary Friendship  League to the former head of the administration of the President of Ukraine —
 Vera Ulianchenko

ACTIVITIES IN UKRAINE

President of Parliamentary League of Friendship 
of Ukraine and Japan Mr. Mori, member of the 
Japanese parliament Mr. Toyama, member of the 
Japanese parliament Mr. Moriyama, Ambassador of 
Japan in Ukraine Mr. Sumi

Vice-president of Parliamentary League of 
Friendship of Ukraine and Japan Mr. Toya-
ma, member of the Japanese parliament Mr. 
Moriyama, Minister of Energy of Ukraine Mr. 
Demchyshyn

The event in honor of the delegation of the members of Japanese parliament, held at the House of recep-
tions of official delegations in Kyiv
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During the visit to the bakery plant “Kulynychi” 
in Kyiv region

At Uman National Horticultural University

The representatives of universities, regional 
leadership and entrepreneurs from all over 
the Odessa region gathered at the OOI forum

With chancellors of universities in Odessa region at 
the forum Odessa Open Innovation (OOI)

Meeting at the Uman National Horticultural 
University on innovations in agriculture

Meeting with the leadership of the Ministry of 
Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine

Meeting at the office of the Odessa engi-
neering company, the developer of design 
products in the field of shipbuilding

The head of the technical department gives an ex-
planation during the meeting at the office of the 
Odessa engineering company

At Mykolaiv Shipbuilding University during the congratulatory speech of Mr. Kubo, the head of the En-
gineering Department at Oshima Shipbuilding

Meeting at the National Academy of Agrar-
ian Sciences of Ukraine
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Discussing the strategy for developing ed-
ucation in the field of cyber-security at the 
meeting with Deputy Minister of Education 
of Japan Mr. Tomioka

Meeting with Minister Kato Katsunobu, during 
which the Minister was invited to visit Ukraine

A memorable photo from the meeting with Minister Kato Katsunobu

ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN

The chancellor of the Mykolaiv University 
presents a memorable book to Mr. Kubo from 
Oshima Shipbuilding

At the museum of Mykolaiv University. Guests 
from Japan are being told the history of shipbuild-
ing in Ukraine and all over the world

Mr. Kawasaki, a designer from Oshima Ship-
building, gives an explanation in the office 
of Mykolaiv Engineering Company

Mr. Kubo (Oshima Shipbuilding) and the head of 
Mykolaiv Engineering Company — Yurii Zhukov

The TV representatives interview Mr. Kubo from Oshima Shipbuilding
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During the lecture on cyber-wars The audience of the lecture on cyber-wars

With a member of the Japanese parliament Mr. Kitamura

With head of the Security Committee, Mr. Seigo Kitamura, during the discussion of possible ways of 
cooperation between Japan and Ukraine in the field of cyber-security

A memorable photo with Japanese parliament 
members Mr. Toyama and Mr. Hamamura taken af-
ter the lecture on cyber-security

From right to left: Japanese parliament 
member Mr. Takuya Hirai, Japanese parlia-
ment member Mr. Toyama Kiyohiko, Roman 
Shupp, Masato Tanaka

Meeting with Minister Kato, who was one of the initiators of the inclusion of cyber-security in the list 
of topics discussed during the meeting between Prime Minister Abe and President Poroshenko in Kyiv
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During negotiations with representatives of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan

Member of the Japanese Parliament, Toyama 
Kiyohiko, explains about the activities of 
the Ukrainian team to the representatives 
of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan

Meeting with Minister Shimajiri responsible for Japanese informational technologies development. It 
was discussed how to educate the necessary number of professional information security officers using 
the support of Ukrainian specialists by 2020, when the Summer Olympic Games will be held in Tokyo

A memorable photo of the meeting with the secretary of the highest rank of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of Japan, Mr. Kakihara. The issues of cooperation in the field of cyber-security were discussed 
during the meeting

Meeting with Chiba University Board on 
Science Exchange and Education in Cyber 
Security

During the visit to Chiba University and meeting 
with its vice-principal

During a conversation with the Minister Shi-
majiri

Presents for Minister Shimajiri with national 
Ukrainian symbols 
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Meeting with a strategic partner, Niscom, its presi-
dent, Mr. Onoe, and the head of international busi-
ness Mr. Mitsuishi

A memorable photo with the Toyama family 
and the ambassador of Ukraine in Japan Igor 
Kharchenko

During the political-economic forum of 
Toyama Kiyohiko

Meeting with the board of Nagasaki Uni-
versity on the subject of science exchange, 
student programs, cyber security education

A team of like-minded people, headed by Japanese 
MOP Toyama Kiyohiko, who aims to strengthen in-
formation security in Japan

Meeting with the board of Nagasaki Univer-
sity on the subject of science exchange, cy-
ber security education

Meeting with Deputy Governor of Nagasaki Prefecture

A meeting on healthy farming, held at the 
Nepuree company office

Meeting with representatives of the Japan Bank 
for International Cooperation (JBIC)

Meeting at the historic restaurant named Kagetsu, in Nagasaki, which at one time was a favorite spot of 
Sakamoto Ryoma
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A memorable photo of Oshima group management 
(at Olive Bay Hotel)

Giving a memorable gifts from Ukrainian 
shipbuilding representatives to Oshima 
Shipbuilding’s special adviser, Mr. Fukada

Meeting at the Oshima Shipbuilding Office, dedicated to the start of active cooperation in the field of 
shipbuilding

A memorable photo of a meeting with Oshi-
ma Shipbuilding executives

During the visit to the Parliament of Japan

Discussing of the supplement “Plasmalogen” with 
its creator, Professor Fujino

Discussing the potential cooperation between 
Ukraine and Japan in the field of medical equip-
ment with the Aoikai Group representatives

Meeting with Aoikai Medical Group

Memorable photo from the meeting with 
former Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries of Japan, Mr. Nishikawa

During a review of Oshima ShipbuildingMemorable photo of the gala-evening organized by 
the company Oshima
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We always strive to find the most interesting projects and never go beyond 
geographic boundaries. And the combination of the potential of Japanese 
and Ukrainian professionals gives really impressive results, no matter in what 
country we implement a particular project.

ACTIVITIES AROUND THE GLOBE

Senakana

JOIN JAPAN is proud to work with Senakana project. Senakana is an artist 
from Japan, whi creates pop-music for the western markets.
The project has gone to the global market in mid-2017. JOIN JAPAN stands at 
its roots and is responsible for management. Among the achievements of the 
singer we are proud of, there are some top positions in international charts, 
including the TOP1 on the Billboard chart of France.

Shooting the debut video for ”Live Your Dreams” single in Oslo, Norway

Backstage photo from the first filming day of Senakana’s debut video

Senakana on the red carpet of the jubilee 60th 
Grammy Awards Ceremony in New York, Janu-
ary 2018

”Truth or Dare” single gets TOP1 in the overall 
Billboard chart in France
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Coin Japan is our team of experts, which helps blockchain projects from all 
over the world to get into the Japanese market. The team is under the direct 
guidance of our founder, Mishima Satoshi. One of Coin Japan’s main activities 
is to assist ICO in Japan.

Coin Japan

In April 2018, the Coin Japan team participated in the AI-EXPO Exhibition Conference held in Tokyo

At AI-EXPO 2018 Coin Japan represented the interests of the Neuromation-OSA blockchain project

With the founder of the ambitious Swedish project Supertext, Mr Martin, at the Fosun Investment Com-
pany office

In May 2018, the Coin Japan team, led by our founder MIshima Satoshi, participated in the most promi-
nent conference of blockchain industry, the Consensus 2018, held in New York

Coin Japan space at the Consensus 2018, New York
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CLOSING REMARKS

Ukraine should become a country that will be interesting for Japanese busi-
ness. More interesting than Europe or than any other region. And even now, 
at the times when our country is not at its best, there are many objective 
conditions for it.

By lowering the level of country-risk, Ukraine can confidently become one of 
the leaders in technological, commodity, resource, human and financial ex-
changes with Japan. And we believe that now is the most prosperous moment 
for a full-fledged development of relations between Japan and Ukraine.

In 2015, the Japanese parliament approved a law specifically aimed at pro-
tecting investments in working with Ukraine. Our company is created in or-
der to reasonably use this opportunity for Ukraine’s benefit.

After all, it’s time for all of the Ukrainian side to unite, it’s time to invite Ja-
pan to do business in Ukraine. It is necessary to change the stereotypes that 
have developed about our country. It is necessary for us to prove to the whole 
world that business and investments in Ukraine are not dangerous. That the 
collaboration with Ukraine can be profitable.

And we believe that Ukraine will be able to find its bright future in such rela-
tions, and Japan may find a loyal and reliable friend in us.

Team М.Т.Т


